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DBPAR'.rMEN'.rs 01' } 'o oo ScmNcB, H oRTIGUl.TURE AND A CRI CU:t.Tt1RAL E NO!t-;EIU\JNG 

I N M~NY Af.lRAS ~f the tree fn1it h1dustry, bulk }~xes with 16 to ~0 
bushels c-apacity hav~ replaced bushel contamers. One ma,or 

problem with bulk boxes has been the unloading of soft-fleshed .fruits 
(firmness 10 lb. or less, as measured by the Magness-Taylor fruit 
pressure tester, 7/ 16 in. tip) destined for fresh market purposes and 
which are easily damaged by bruising and skin cuts or punctures. 

Mcintosh and Golden Delicious apples, removed from storage 
during the late winter lmd spring, suffer excessive mechanical" damage 
when poured from hulk hoxes hy unloading deviccs1 • 2 that tilt and 
invert the conta iner. Hand picking of tl1e fruit from hulk hoxcs is 
impractical and offsets any savings in costs previously attained by 
bulk handling. 

The design and operating characteristics of a more gentle unload" 
ing method, a water submergence bulk box unloading machine, is 
described below. · 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Initial tests demonstrated that apples would readily separate from 
a containel· submerged in water, and that the containers in general 
tJ se would quickly fHl or empty wlHm vertically submerged or raised 
out of a tank of water. 

A study of the mechanism by which fruit and container separate 
in a floatation system led to the conclusion that vertical submergence 

. of the bulk box of fruit would be one of the most satisfactory ap
proaches. When the box of fn1it is lowered into the water, the fruit 
in the box behaves as a unit, rather than as individual apples. The 
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